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INTRODUCTORY LETTER
Welcome to the inaugural issue of the DePaul Journal for Social
Justice. This is a very exciting new venture for the law school's
Center for Public Interest Law. As with many of the Center's
activities, this Journal is the product of student initiative and stu-
dent effort. I want to begin by offering personal congratulations
to the four principal students whose tireless efforts have led to
the publication of this journal: Susan DeCostanza ('08), Alysia
Franklin ('08), Jennifer Keys ('08) and Kayleigh Van Poolen
('09).
Our goal is to provide practitioners and academics in public in-
terest with a scholarly alternative to traditional law journal pub-
lications. Our contributors are free to share the wisdom of their
experience without feeling compelled to shed their advocates
role or having to cite as comprehensively (and sometimes need-
lessly) as typical law journals demand. Our contributors are free
to take credit for their own ideas. We also like to think of this
Journal as an opportunity for public interest advocates to share
their aspirations. With the practice of public interest law as en-
cumbered as it is by a lack of resources, unresponsive courts,
overlarge caseloads and continuing restrictions on what kinds of
cases can be brought, many lawyers have devised innovative
ways to accomplish their goals and still serve the client. We
would be delighted to offer those lawyers the pages of our jour-
nal to describe their experience in a way that will serve others.
We also see ourselves as interdisciplinary. We will, of course,
publish articles that focus on social justice advocacy through the
courts but we are also happy to take a more holistic view of
social problems that require community action or the collabora-
tion of various types of experts in the field. We know that many
practitioners have built an impressive base of experiential
knowledge, and we are anxious to share that knowledge with
our readers.
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We hope that this Journal will be read regularly by public inter-
est practitioners, law school clinics and public interest centers
throughout the country. We hope also that progressive members
of the judiciary will find the Journal informative. We actively
solicit your support in building a readership base for this
endeavor.
Leonard L. Cavise
Professor of Law
Director, Center for Public Interest Law
DePaul University College of Law
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